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Dear Year 11 Student
This is such an exciting school year for you! You have been in school since
you were five years old and soon you will have the opportunity to show off all
those years of learning by undertaking important final school examinations;
your GCSEs. However, for many of you it may not seem exciting, but
daunting.
Over the coming weeks and months, we want to support you fully to ensure
that you are equipped with the knowledge, skills and confidence to leave
school with GCSEs to be proud of in addition to skills developed through
leadership and extra-curricular activities. The remaining months will be very
busy, very focused and crucial to your success.
You may have already secured results for internally assessed units from your
courses but, increasingly, subjects are assessed at the end of the course.
Therefore, your focus will be on the final examinations for all subjects. Your
positive and confident approach to these is important.
This handbook gives you the study information you need for all subject areas
including some details of mock and ‘real’ examinations and the relevant
study
topics.
Later in the Autumn term, you will receive further information about exams
from Miss Percival, the Examinations Officer. Make sure you read all the
information you receive carefully and share it with your parents. It will
remind you of everything you need to know to ensure your examinations go
smoothly.
Soon, post-16 providers will be asking us to write references for you based
on your current and predicted grades and will make you provisional offers
based on these. You have every opportunity to ensure that you leave school
with the best possible results.

Remember, at Holbrook Academy we say that ‘everybody can be somebody’
and that we try to ensure that students ‘learn for life’. The next few months
are crucial in terms of making sure that you really do build the platform you
will need to make your mark on the world. I wish you every success in this.
Miss Shelley
Deputy Headteacher

10 Top Hints for Study,
Home Learning and Revision

1. Write down all your home learning assignments.
2. If you don’t understand what to do, ask your teacher.

3. Have an ‘emergency number’ of a friend from class.
4. Do your home learning as soon as you get home.
5. Try to share your learning – eg revise with somebody.
6. Do worst first - get it over and done with!
7. Do long term assignments as soon as possible.

8. Get holiday home learning done at the start of the
holiday.
9. Do your best in the time expected.
10. If home learning is really horrible, tell your teacher.

What should I do before I start?

Organise a revision work area. If everything is in one place, you will be able to make a fast
start to your revision. Make sure that you have a supply of post – it notes, highlighters, cards,
pens, pencils etc. Locate a room or area where you will not be disturbed.





Make sure it is well lit.
Do not let your revision area get too hot or stuffy as you will feel tired.
If you can, have a wall space for notices, timetables, calendars, goals, quick notes etc.
Only have background music on if it is relaxing and not too loud.

Take a break every 30-40 minutes. Mini-exercises eg walking about, are a good idea.

Planning your timetable:








Work backwards from the date of your first exam.
Mark any planned days when you know you won’t be able to revise due to family
commitments or
appointments.
Colour coding your chart may help.
Write the subject and sub topic you will aim to cover in each revision period.
Work out how much you can realistically do in a revision session. (10, 20 or 40 minute
chunks).
Cover all topics for each subject.

Remember to build in time to revisit each subject briefly after 1 day, 1 week, 1 month and just
before each exam.
Remember, this is only a plan. Be prepared to revise it when subjects turn out to take
longer (or less time) than you have anticipated.

The Reflective Cycle
A cycle has a beginning, middle and end and repeats itself. For example, we could see each
day as a cycle (morning, afternoon, evening, night) and each week as a cycle (Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday…).
Rather than viewing the time between now and the end of your exams as one hard slog, it is
helpful to break down your revision into a set of short cycles. Each of these cycles is known as
a reflective cycle because it requires you to reflect on the progress you have made.

Revision Tip: Use images and
pictures to make associations. They
are easier to remember than words.
(This one represents the reflective
cycle!)

The beginning of the reflective cycle involves vision (eg to clarify the topics you intend to revise
today).

The middle involves action (eg to muster up the discipline and concentration required to revise
those topics)
The end involves evaluation (eg to write a journal or discuss with a friend the topics that you
have revised).

Vision
Action
Evaluation

Coping with Stress
Tearing My Hair Out!
Levels of stress experienced when revising and taking exams depend, to a certain extent, on
external circumstances. Trying to revise in a hot and poorly ventilated room in which your little
brother is watching TV at full volume and your sister is having an argument with her boyfriend is
likely to prove very stressful. To this extent, taking positive action to create and maintain an
environment that is conducive to effective revision (e.g. spacious, bright, cool and quiet) is a
form of stress management.

Ten Top Tips to Stop Stress:
1.

Study in short bursts. You’ll relax and remember more.

2.

Take regular, scheduled breaks.

3.

Take exercise. Fresh air and physical activity are great concentration and confidence
boosters.

4.

Don’t worry too much about missing a session, work out how to catch up at a later time.

5.

Build in variety and avoid stressful monotony.

6.

Know what to expect in the exam.

7.

Practise old exam questions.

8.

See your friends. Isolation can be stressful.

9.

Do your best – not anybody else’s. Decide what works for you and stick with it!

10.

Don’t be afraid to ask your parents, teachers, tutor, friends or doctor for help if you need it.

If you feel things are getting on top of you, speak to a friend, your parents/carers and your
teachers.

Effective Revision – ideas for active revision.
To pass an exam, you need to remember what you have read and learnt. The way you note
down the information can make a great deal of difference to how much you remember.
We remember


20% of what we read.



30% of what we hear.



40% of what we see



50% of what we say.



60% of what we do,



90% of what we READ, HEAR, SEE, SAY AND DO

Revision Methods
Concept Maps – Take a key topic from a subject. Write the name of it in the centre of a blank
page. Draw lines out from here and see how many you can remember about the topic. Now
read through your notes. What have you forgotten? Close your book and make any additions in
a different coloured pen. Now check this information again in your book.
Flash Cards – Write key words on flash cards and use them to test yourself and your friends
and see how much you remember about the issues covered by the key words. An effective
revision card should include diagrams and short notes. Do not overload a revision card!
Tests – Write 20 – 30 questions of varying difficulty that cover the module. Now see if you can
answer them.
Past Papers – To gain a top grade it is useful to get as much exam practice as possible. Your
teacher will have past papers, but they are also available from the examination board websites.
Diamond Ranking – Write out 9 important pieces of information from the topic. What is the
most important point for this topic? What is quite important? What is not so important? Again,
this helps us to think about the information.
Traffic Lighting - Use colour to highlight important information eg red for very important
information, orange for important information and green for quite important information.
Summary Shapes - A symbol represents or reminds us of something else eg a circle may
remind us of a wedding ring. Draw symbols in margins to represent key information in each
paragraph. Make a summary sheet. Use the colours, key words and symbols that you drew in
the margins of the original passage to create a summary sheet. Complete a summary sheet
from memory then look back at the original to correct mistakes.
Mind Maps - A mind map is a visual aid to help you to remember a topic. Use different colours,
diagrams and key words to summarise what has been learned.

Do a little more each day than you think you
possibly can.
In the lead up to the exam:
Do make sure that you get all that
you can from each lesson.
Do Discuss your work with your
friends.

Don’t let yourself get tired.
Don’t worry if you haven’t solved
every single problem before you
finish the evening’s work.

Do go over your day’s work at
Don’t worry if you miss a session.
home.
Do practise doing exam questions. Don’t revise for long sessions
without taking regular breaks.
Do Develop ways of memorising
Don’t let what you can’t do
new information.
interfere with what you can do.
Be Positive!

ENGLISH LANGUAGE &
LITERATURE (AQA)

Subject

Autumn Term 1
Poetry (3 weeks)

The Prelude

War Photographer

The Emigree

Kamikaze
AQA English Language Paper 1 (3 weeks)
Read and respond to a selection of short passages from
20th and 21st Century prose literature. Focus on writer’s
craft: language, structures, character atmosphere.
Assessment: Lang Paper 1 Section A mock
Autumn Term 2
Literature Paper 1—The Novel
Study the 19th Century novel with a focus on understanding plot, structure and characters. Examine the
context.
Assessment: Mock Exam

Overview of exam

Spring Term 1
English Literature Unit 1: Exploring modern texts (An
Inspector Calls) - exam preparation
Spring Term 2
English Literature: Revision of all texts and exam technique
English Language: Revision and exam technique

English Language Paper 1 Explorations in creative
writing and reading
English Literature: Paper 1 Shakespeare and the
19th century novel
English Literature: Paper 2 Modern Texts and Poetry

Mock examination topics

Dates and details of any other key
assessments

To be confirmed

Useful websites:
www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize

www.englishbiz.co.uk

www.universalteacher.org.uk

Subject

Overview of exam / controlled
assessment components

MATHS
Edexcel Mathematics GCSE (9-1)
Higher/Foundation papers

Paper 1 – Non calculator (33.3%)

Paper 2 – Calculator (33.3%)

Paper 3 – Calculator (33.3%).
Each paper is 1 hour and 30 minutes long.
Each paper has 80 marks.

Mock examination topics (Autumn
Term)

Full GCSE curriculum will be assessed.

Dates and details of any other key
assessments

Mock exams during the Autumn and Spring terms.

Final examination topics

WHAT you should be regularly
revisiting / studying for this subject

Full GCSE curriculum will be made available on the
Maths page of the Academy’s website.

Ensuring that weekly homework is completed. Past
Examination Papers, revision guides and workbooks,
making contact with your maths teacher to go through
and explain any topics you find challenging or do not
understand fully

https://diagnosticquestions.com/ - for quizzes and
Edexcel maths collection questions
Details of any additional support
available (websites / revision etc…)

https://corbettmaths.com/ - for videos, worksheets
and general revision resources
https://keshmaths.com/gcse-maths-takeaway-3/ for past examination questions sorted by topics
www.mymaths.co.uk – to consolidate on topics
already covered.

Individual logins will be provided for MyMaths and diagnostic questions.

Suggested revision books for higher and foundation tier students:
Target Grade 5 Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Mathematics Shape and Statistics Workbook
Target Grade 5 Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Mathematics Number and Algebra Workbook
Suggested revision books for higher tier students:
Target Grade 7 Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Mathematics Algebra and Shape Workbook
Target Grade 7 Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Mathematics Number and Statistics Workbook

Subject

SCIENCE
Both science courses; the AQA Combined Science:
Trilogy course and the separate Science GCSE’s are now
both linear, meaning that the formal examinations are at
the end of Year 11.
There are no controlled assessments in either course,
100% of the assessment is through the final written
examinations. However on both courses there are a
number of required practicals that all students have to
complete. These will be conducted in normal lessons.
These practicals may be assessed through questions in
the final exams.

Overview of exam

The AQA Combined science Trilogy course is assessed
as follows:

Two exams per science subject

Each exam is 1 hour and 15 minutes long

Each exam has 70 marks and is 16.7% of the final
grade

Each exam is offered at foundation and higher tier

Two GCSE grades are awarded.
The separate science (triple) GCSE is assessed as
follows:

Two exams per science subject

Each exam is 1 hour and 45 minutes long

Each exam has 100 marks and is 50% of the final
grade for that science

Each exam is offered at foundation and higher tier

Three GCSE grades (one for each science) are
awarded.
Mock examinations will take place in the Autumn term for
all Year 11 students in science. These exams will cover
the topics covered up to that point in the course.

Mock examination topics

The results will help science staff to determine which
students take the separate science GCSE examinations
and which do the Combined: Trilogy option.
AQA Combined science Trilogy course :
Biology paper 1 - topics 1 to 4
Biology paper 2 - topics 5 to 7
Chemistry paper 1 - topics 8 to 12
Chemistry paper 2 - topics 13 to 17
Physics paper 1 - topics 18 to 21
Physics paper 2 - topics 22 to 24

Final examination topics

AQA Separate Science course:
Biology paper 1 - topics 1 to 4
Biology paper 2 - topics 5 to 7
Chemistry paper 1 - topics 1 to 5
Chemistry paper 2 - topics 6 to 10
Physics paper 1 - topics 1 to 4
Physics paper 2 - topics 5 to 8

Subject

WHAT you should be regularly
revisiting / studying for this subject

WHAT should / could you be
regularly revisiting / studying for this
subject

SCIENCE (Continued)
All students need to revise regularly to consolidate
knowledge and to remember key facts. Try to go back
over and revise the early topics covered in year 9 when
you started your GCSE course as well as topics covered
in years 10 and 11
Spend five minutes after each lesson reading through
your notes for that day. Write a summary from your lesson
notes. Try different ways to revise and consider making a
revision flash card for lessons/topics.
AQA website: past papers and mark schemes are
becoming available as the course develops.

Details of any additional support
available (websites / revision etc…)

Top Teacher Tip

The Science department aim to complete all teaching of
the Science course by the end of April 2018. Lessons will
then concentrate on past papers with a particular focus on
examination technique; how to read and respond to
questions, in particular extended answer questions.
Mr Moore:
Download past papers from the AQA website. Complete
them under examination conditions. Then mark for
yourself using the examination board mark schemes or
get a member of the science department to mark them for
you – it is very useful to understand what the examination
board marker uses as criteria.
If there are any topics you are unsure of see your teacher
for help.
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/science/gcse
Click on the correct course.

Art and Design (Edexcel)
The GCSE in Art and Design consists of two Units: 60% coursework and 40% externally set
exam. A variety of workshops designed to build confidence and understanding of practical skills
in a range of media and techniques will be delivered during 8-10 weeks of preparation and
planning for the practical exam which is 10 hours over 2 days.
Students will produce work journals and preparatory pieces showing their research, sustained
investigations and development, which must cover all of the three following Assessment
Objectives. The forth assessment Objective is covered with the making of a final piece.
Assessment Objective

What this means

AO1: Develop ideas through
investigations informed by
contextual and
other sources, demonstrating
analytical and
cultural understanding

Developing a range of ideas, this
will lead on to focus on a selected
idea, producing facts, opinions
and insights of other artists work
alongside their own. At this point
students will decide on their aims
for a final piece, considering the
style, theme, mood etc. and investigate this in detail.

AO2: Refine ideas through
experimenting and selecting
appropriate
resources, media, materials,
techniques and
processes

AO3: Record ideas,
observations and insights
relevant to intentions in visual
and/or other forms.

Through experimenting with different techniques and exploring a
variety of materials, students
should aim to improve the quality
of their art work through their selections and investigations. A variety of processes should be considered along with a range of
possible compositions. Artists will
be referenced throughout. A final
plan should clearly show the intentions of the student before the
10 hour exam.
Students will investigate the work,
ideas and concepts of other artists and designers that are relevant to their chosen theme. Recording ideas, inspirations and
influences with notes, drawings,
photographs from first hand
sources as well as diagrams and
keeping a visual record of their
decisions and investigations.

Evidence in sketchbooks


Thumbnail drawings



Written notes on ideas



Artists reference and written
analysis



Experiments with versions of
ideas



Collection pages



Planning for final piece



Material tests



Responses to artists work



Changes to ideas, looking at
alternatives



Using a range of techniques



Experiments with composition.



Drawing & photography from
first hand sources



Observations and ideas in
written notes



Exploring imagery in a range of
techniques (e.g. drawing in
stitch, layering and mixing
materials)

**This project is the final opportunity for students’ to gain coursework marks**
The 10 hour practical exam is a controlled assessment
Additional Opportunities:
The Art Room is open every lunchtime for GCSE students to work on their preparation and
planning for the practical exam. There is also GCSE club after school on Wednesdays.

Art and Design (Continued)
Weeks
until
Mock
2
W/C
17th Sept
3
W/C
24th Sept
4
W/C
1st
October
5
W/C
8th
October
6
W/C
15th Oct

Tasks
Ideas Development:
 Brainstorming your ideas from the project in a visual
collection of artist images, photographs and drawings,
with key words scattered in.
 Narrowing your theme idea down to one area i.e.
People, Environments, Natural World, Man Made
Ideas Development:
 Finding an artist that links to your ideas, brainstorm
analysis.
 Producing a series of experiments in response to your
artist that combines their work with one of the
workshops.
 Using photography to explore and develop you theme.
Either through taking new photographs or
manipulating those you have already taken.
 Combining your photography with one of the
workshops or another artists or cultures styles.
 Trying a new material, especially if you have ideas
about using something you have not yet used for your
final piece!
Refining Ideas:
 Selecting ideas which you think are most successful
or interesting: critically or visually.
 Exploring these ideas further outside of the
sketchbook/on a larger scale.

Home Learning

Finishing off and getting
sketchbooks up to date

Finding an artist

Analysing experiments for
potentials and limitations

Finishing off and getting
sketchbooks up to date

7
Ensuring you have all the
research and imagery you
need for your theme.

W/C
29th Oct
8
W/C
5 Nov
th

9
W/C
12th Nov
10
W/C
19th Nov
January
2019

W/C 23rd
April
10th May

Designing final pieces.
Creating two or more possible designs to create in the
mock. Ensuring the design link to at least one workshop
from Fragments, has clear links to your contextual
studies (artists and movements) and to the theme/
subject matter you have explored.
Final planning lesson.
Finalising which of your design you are going to use.
Material testing in a small area of the design.

Finishing off and getting
sketchbooks up to date

Ensuring everything is your
Ensuring everything is ready for the mock:
sketchbook
is complete and
 Design that links to your ideas, workshops and artists
you
are
ready
for the mock
 Tests with analysis
 Photographs or props to work from
 Canvases bought
Externally set assignment: Exam paper handed out.
 Workshops given to develop ideas.
 Independent research and experimentation.
 Artist research.
 Photography.
 Planning the final piece.
Exam starts: 10 hours final piece.
Deadline for all course work to be completed.

Subject

BUSINESS
The Business GCSE comprises two exam papers
which are taken at the end of year 11.


Unit 1: Investigating Small Business – This is
assessed by a written 1 ½ hour examination at
the end of Y11 and is worth 50% of the overall
marks . This paper covers five topic areas
comprises, multiple-choice, short written and
essay style questions.



Unit 2: Building a Business – This is
assessed by a written 1 ½ hour examination at
the end of Y11 and is worth 50% of the overall
marks . This paper covers five topic areas
comprises, multiple-choice, short written and
essay style questions.

Overview of exam / controlled
assessment components

Mock examination topics

Final examination topics

All topics from Unit 1 and Unit 2. (See Final
Examinations section below for details.)
Unit 1 - Introduction to Small Business
1.
Enterprise and entrepreneurship
2.
Spotting a business opportunity
3.
Putting a business idea into practice
4.
Making the business effective
5.
Understanding external influences on
business

Unit 2 - Building a Business
1.
Growing the business
2.
Making marketing decisions
3.
Making operational decisions
4.
Making financial decisions
5.
Making human resource decisions
WHAT you should be regularly
revisiting / studying for this subject

Practice past papers
Revise Key Terms – definition and examples
Develop extended essay techniques
Mind map sub topics, e.g. ‘stakeholders’.
Use BC GCSE Revision folder on Google.

Details of any additional support
available (websites / revision etc.…)

Top Teacher Tip

Setup your revision schedule and start revising a
little (30 minute sessions) and often.
Use Quizlet App for:

Unit 1 key terms and definitions

Subject

Overview of exam /
controlled
assessment
components

Mock examination
topics

Dates and details of any
other key assessments

Final examination topics

WHAT you should be
regularly revisiting /
studying for this subject
Details of any additional
support available
(websites / revision etc)
Top Teacher Tip

COMPUTER SCIENCE
The Computing GCSE is the OCR course (J276) and comprises two
exam papers and a programming project. Both exams are taken at
the end of year 11.

Paper 1: Computer Systems - 1 ½ hour (50%)

Paper 2: Computational thinking, algorithms and programming 1 ½ hour (50%)

Programming Project – 20 hours of in lesson time
1 ½ hour combined paper covering Component 1 - Computer
Systems and paper 2 - Computational thinking, algorithms and
programming. This will cover the topics outlined in the final
examination, see the section below.
Programming Project

The high level Python programming language will be used.

The programming project will be completed by end of the
autumn term
The task will be started in the autumn term and involves investigation
and analysis; solution design; development (coding the solution);
testing and evaluation; and you have 20 hours in lesson time to
complete the set task.
Component 1: Computer Systems

systems architecture

memory

storage

wired and wireless networks;

network topologies, protocols and layers

system security

system software

ethical, legal, cultural and environmental
concerns
Component 2: Computational thinking, algorithms and
programming

algorithms

programming techniques

producing robust programs

computational logic

translators and facilities of programming
languages

data representation.
Key terms and definitions.
Binary and hexadecimal.
Sorting and searching algorithms.
Programming techniques, structures and pseudocode.
Use CS GCSE Revision Hub folder on Google.
After school revision with Mr Clarke, Monday, Tuesday or Thursday.
Setup your revision schedule and start revising a little (30 minute
sessions) and often.

Subject

DRAMA

Component 1: 60 marks,
30%
Devising Drama

This unit was completed in Year 10.

Students will have a mock for this unit at the start of Year 11
before preparing for the visiting examiner. The date for the
examiner’s visit will be agreed with the Academy and exam
board.
Component 2: 60 marks,
30%
Presenting and
Performing texts
To be completed between
1 November and 30
March of Year 11.
Assessed by an external
(visiting) examiner.

Students will practically explore two sections from one play text.
Each extract, when performed, must have a performance time
exceeding 10 minutes.
Learners will complete a concept pro forma describing their
research on the text and their artistic intention for the
performance.
Learners must develop, apply and practise their skills in acting or
design to interpret the playwright’s intention, leading them to
communicate the extracts in a way that will engage the audience.
There are two key areas for assessment in the performance
presented by learners; the realisation of artistic intention and the
application of performance or design skills.

Component 3: 80 marks
40%
Exam assessment
Drama: performance and
response
Written Exam 80 marks
40% is to be taken in the
summer term of Year 11.
1 hour 30 minutes
(Written paper)

Section A: Written examination - Blood Brothers (50 marks)
Learners will explore practically a performance text to
demonstrate their knowledge and understanding of drama.
Section B: Response to Live Theatre (30 marks)
Learners will analyse and evaluate a live theatre performance.
There will be a full mock exam for this paper during the December
mock period.
CGP revision books are available to purchase from school.
Students should also access BBC Bitesize - a very valuable
resource.
 Students must learn their lines for all practical elements.
Slipping / stumbling lines or needing a prompt may affect the
mark awarded.
 Students are encouraged to see performances to build up their
skills.
 New Grade 9-1 GCSE Drama Revision Guide - CGP Books £3.00
 New Grade 9-1 GCSE Drama Play Guide - Blood Brothers CGP Books - £3.00
(Available to order from the Academy - see Miss Shelley’s letter
of 18th September)



WHAT you should be
regularly revisiting /
studying for this subject

Details of any additional
support available
(websites / revision etc)

Subject

Overview of exam / controlled
assessment components

FOOD PREPARATION &
NUTRITION
Component 1 - Principles of Food Preparation and
Nutrition. Final written exam of 1 hour 45 minutes 50%. Areas of Content

Food Commodities

Principles of nutrition

Diet and good health

The science of food

Where food comes from

Cooking and food preparation.
Component 2 - Food Preparation and Nutrition in
Action. Non examination assessment - 50%, This
is composed of two assessments, a Food
Investigation Assessment (15%) and a Food
Preparation Assessment (35%).

Mock examination topics )

Dates and details of any other key
assessments

To be confirmed
Non examination assessments to be completed
during Year 11. Dates to be confirmed.




WHAT you should be regularly
revisiting / studying for this subject

WHAT should / could you be regularly
revisiting / studying for this subject





As above.
Timed, long/short questions from the exam paper.



Details of any additional support
available (websites / revision etc…)

Test cooking of trial dishes.
Practice of chosen dishes to check timings/
methods.
Completing recipe files.
Revising theory covered in class.
Revising project work and evaluations
completed in class.



Eduqas GCSE Food Preparation and Nutrition
(Illuminate Publishing ISBN 978-1-908682-85-7)
or
Eduqas GCSE Food Preparation and Nutrition
Revision Guide (ISBN 978-1-908682-87-1).

Practise your final dishes at home.
Top Teacher Tip

Ensure you revise key terminology.

Subject

FRENCH
Listening & Reading exams on 14th May 2019.
Writing exam on 17th May 2019.
Speaking exam - date to be confirmed.

Overview of exam components
Students will take either the foundation paper in all
four skills or the higher paper in all four skills.

Listening, reading and writing papers.

Mock examination topics

Final examination topics

Speaking mock will take place in December 2018.

Relationships; Social media & mobile technology;
Free-time activities; Customs & festivals; Home,
town, neighbourhood & region; Social issues;
Global issues; Travel & tourism; Life at school/
college; Education post-16; Jobs, career choices &
ambitions.
Vocabulary from the GCSE specification booklet.

WHAT you should be regularly
revisiting / studying for this subject

Details of any additional support
available (websites / revision etc…)

This should be done ‘little and often’. Completed
speaking and writing pages from your personal
‘handbook’.




Linguascope.com (intermediate or beginner
level). Username: badger / Password:
academy
Languagesonline.org.uk

Tip from Mrs Jacobs Top Teacher Tip

Keep your vocabulary booklet and handbook close
by. Try to learn a few words or phrases every day. It
soon adds up!

Subject

GEOGRAPHY
Unit 1: Living with the Physical Environment

Overview of exam / controlled
assessment components

Unit 2: Challenges in the Human Environment
Unit 3: Geographical Skills and Application (including
fieldwork)

Mock examination topics

Final examination topics

WHAT you should be regularly
studying for this subject

WHAT you should be should be
regularly revisiting for this
subject

Top Teacher Tip

Unit 1: Natural Hazards (tectonics and tropical storms),
Physical Landscapes in the UK (coasts and rivers)
Unit 2: Urban Issues and Challenges (Rio and London),
Challenge of Resource Management (Almeria, Spain,
Jamalpur, Bangladesh
Unit 1: Living with the Physical Environment 35%
The Challenge of Natural Hazards, The Living World,
Physical Landscapes in the UK
Unit 2: Challenges in the Human Environment 35%
Urban Issues and Challenges, The Changing Economic
World, The Challenge of Resource Management
Unit 3 : Geographical Skills and Application 30%
Issue Evaluation, Fieldwork, Geographical Skills
Graphical skills (constructing and interpreting), grid
references (4 and 6 figure), annotating maps and
diagrams, the meaning of command words in GCSE style
questions.

Case studies
Unit 1: Nepal earthquake, New Zealand earthquake,
Zafferana (Sicily), Typhoon Haiyan, Swanage (coastal
landforms and management), River Tees (fluvial
landforms and management).
Unit 2: the mega cities of Rio and London (opportunities
created and challenges faced), Lower Lea Valley (urban
regeneration—Olympics). How food supply can be
increased on a large scale (Almeria, Spain) and
sustainably (Jamalpur, Bangladesh).
Go through your topic list for each unit and colour code
each section either red (not taught/can’t remember),
orange (needs more work) or green (I feel confident with
the topic). Focus on the red and orange areas.

Subject

GERMAN
Listening & Reading exams on 12th June 2019.
Writing exam on 17th June 2019.
Speaking exam - date to be confirmed.

Overview of exam components
Students will take either the foundation paper in all
four skills or the higher paper in all four skills.

Listening, reading and writing papers.

Mock examination topics

Speaking mock will take place in December 2018

Final examination topics

Relationships; Social media & mobile technology;
Free-time activities; Customs & festivals; Home,
town, neighbourhood & region; Social issues;
Global issues; Travel & tourism; Life at school/
college; Education post-16; Jobs, career choices &
ambitions.

WHAT you should be regularly
revisiting / studying for this subject

Vocabulary from the GCSE specification booklet.
This should be done ‘little and often’. Completed
speaking and writing pages from your personal
‘handbook’.


Details of any additional support
available (websites / revision etc…)


Linguascope.com (intermediate or beginner
level). Username: badger / Password:
academy
Languagesonline.org.uk

Tip from Mr Urwin Top Teacher Tip

Keep your vocabulary booklet and handbook close
by. Try to learn a few words or phrases every day. It
soon adds up!

Subject

HISTORY

Overview of exam

Two written exams lasting 1hr 45mins each. 2
different topics are tested in each paper.

Mock examination topics

Final examination topics

American West 1840-95 & Conflict and tension
1918-1939. 1 paper lasting 1hr & 45mins
Medicine Paper - 1 paper lasting 55 mins

American West 1840-95

Conflict & tension 1918-39

Medicine – 1000 to present day

Elizabethan England 1568-1603

Historic Environment (Hardwick Hall)
American West
The Plains Indians life & culture/Manifest Destiny/
Settlers & Pioneers/American Civil war/Conflict &
treaties/ Mormons/ Resolution of the Indian
problem.
Conflict & Tension
League of Nations strengths and weaknesses/
Challenges to the League/ Rise of Nazism and
Appeasement/ Outbreak of WW1.

WHAT you should be regularly
revisiting / studying for this subject

Medicine
Medieval medicine and the influence of Galen &
Hippocrates/ Religious influence on medicine/
Renaissance/Battle against disease/ Industrial
revolution/Surgery/Public Health/ Impact of war/
Modern medicine.
Elizabethan England
The court of Elizabeth/Rebellions/Life in
Elizabethan England/Dealing with the poor/
Exploration/Religious issues/Mary Queen of Scots/
Conflict with Spain.
Historic Environment
In depth study of Hardwick Hall over time.

Details of any additional support
available (websites / revision etc…)

After school revision available every Wednesday
3:40-4:40 in Room 25 with Mr Barrett
Make maximum effort for mock exam as this will
make the Summer revision much easier!

Top Teacher Tip

Start history revision by January 2019.
50 hours of history revision necessary to achieve
your target grade!

Subject

Overview of exam/controlled
assessment components

Set works overview

Dates and details of any other key
assessments

MUSIC
Component 1: Performing 30% consisting of 2
performances:
Solo - minimum 1 piece - minimum 1 minute
Ensemble - minimum 1 piece - minimum 1 minute
Together total minimum of 4 minutes across the solo and
ensemble pieces. Total of 60 marks.
Component 2 Composing 30% consisting of 2
compositions:
1 to set brief – minimum 1 minute
1 free composition – minimum 1 minute
Together total minimum of 3 minutes. Total of 60 marks.
Component 3 Appraising 40% Exam - Exam 1hr 45mins.
4 Areas of Study with 2 Set Works each (see below).
Total of 80 marks.

AoS1 Instrumental Music 1700–1820 (Bach &
Beethoven)

AoS2 Vocal Music (Purcell & Queen)

AoS3 Music for Stage and Screen (S. Schwartz & J.
Williams)

AoS4 Fusions (Release & Esperanza Spalding)
All performances to be submitted by Christmas 2018
All compositions to be submitted by February 2019
Set Works
J.S. Bach: 3rd Movement from Brandenburg Concerto
no. 5 in D major
2.
L. van Beethoven: 1st Movement from Piano Sonata
no. 8 in C minor ‘Pathétique’
3.
H. Purcell: Music for a While
4.
Queen: Killer Queen (from the album ‘Sheer Heart
Attack’)
5.
S. Schwartz: Defying Gravity (from the album of the
cast recording of Wicked)
6.
J. Williams: Main title/rebel blockade runner (from the
soundtrack to Star Wars Episode IV: A New Hope)
7.
Release (from the album ‘Volume 2: Release’)
8.
Esperanza Spalding: Samba Em Preludio (from the
album‘ Esperanza’)
Using your CGP Edexcel spec, core content workbook and
tasks set on SMHK, consolidate your learning in lessons
alongside all home learning. You need to know the meaning
of the keywords related to each area of study. Listening and
commenting on the music of each set work and music from
the wider listening list - the list will be given to you in class.
1.

Set works by composer

WHAT you should be regularly
revisiting / studying for this
subject
Details of any additional support
available (websites / revision
etc…)

Top Teacher Tip

Support sessions to be confirmed.
Music room is available to complete work at break and
lunchtimes.
Set yourself one task to complete everyday that will move
your learning forward and write it down so you can see what
you have done. Use revision apps on your smart phone or
computer to help with the learning of keywords and the
analysis of each set work - ask your teacher which apps are
the best to use.

Subject

PE (GCSE)
Theory: 60% - 2 x written examinations (short and
long answers)

Overview of exam/controlled
assessment components

Practical: 30% - Assessed in 3 sports.
Personal Exercise Programme: 10% - 6 week
training program, written up as a controlled
assessment.
All theory work covered in Year 10 and Year 11.

Mock examination topics

Dates and details of any other key
assessments

Practical examination: April / May 2018

Component 1 – Fitness & Body Systems
Final examination topics

Component 2 – Health and Performance

All topics covered
Basic facts
Long answer questions
Practising sports activities

WHAT you should be regularly
revisiting/studying for this subject






Details of any additional support
available (websites/revision etc…)

BBC Bitesize website

Top Teacher Tip




Never be too big to ask questions.
Never know too much to learn something new.

Subject

Overview of exam / controlled
assessment components

Product Design (AQA)
50% Controlled assessment project task.
Portfolio folder: research, designing and
planning, making evidence and evaluating.
30-35 hours total including 20 hours maximum
making.
90marks
50% written exam at the end of Year 11.
100 marks. 2 hour duration – Section A
designing question with given theme. Section
B is all other theory (see below).

Mock examination topics

To be determined – a list of topics will be
given after October half term and revision
lessons timetabled.

Dates and details of any other key
assessments

Controlled Assessment deadlines:
- Final deadline (portfolio and making) 29th
March 2019.

Final examination topics

See next page.

WHAT you should be regularly
revisiting / studying for this subject

Ongoing research for the controlled
assessment task. This could include visiting
shops/companies related to design, product
type, materials, finishes, joining methods.
Visiting topics as part of revision for the written
exam in addition to home learning that is set.
Students are welcome to complete work in
support study lessons – please see Mr
Xenakis for help or work missed.

Details of any additional support
available (websites / revision etc…)

Top Teacher Tip

DT Product Design App for tablets and smart
phones (Android/iTunes/Google Play) created
by J Plimmer (See Mr Xenakis for details)
www.technologystudent.com is a useful
website with a variety of topics and
worksheets.
Revision guide – Collins GCSE Product
Design (£2.75 if ordered though Holbrook
Academy)
Mr Xenakis: “Keep organised and always ask
for help if you need it!”

Topic
Paper and Card
I can identify common types of paper and card (layout, cartridge, tracing, corrugated card, duplex board, solid white board, foam core).

Materials
Processes and
Manufacture
Processes and
Manufacture
cont.
Design in the Human Context

I understand the different properties of paper and card such as, media and communication, manufacturing/modelling and packaging.
I understand the common components e.g. fasten, seal, hang, pour, join, bind
I understand that many paper based products can be laminated for different properties. E.g. food packaging – foil backed
I can identify the stock forms i.e. thickness, weight, colour
I have a basic understanding of the source of pulp and the primary processes involved in making paper/card.
Wood
I can identify common timbers such as pine, mahogany, ash, beech.
I can identify common manufactured boards such as, MDF, plywood, chipboard, hardboard.
I understand the different properties and uses of such materials within commercial products.
I understand the stock forms of timber based materials i.e. rough sawn, PSE, sheet sizes and mouldings
I understand that the source of timber and the primary processes involved to manufacture it.
Plastics
I can identify common thermoplastics i.e. HIPS, polystyrene, acrylic, PET
I can identify common thermosetting plastics i.e. UF, Epoxy Resin
I understand the difference between thermoplastics and thermosetting plastics
I understand the ways in which plastics can be formed i.e. vacuum forming, injection moulding, line bending, extrusion
I have basic understanding of the source of plastics and the processes involved to manufacture them.
New Materials
I have knowledge and understanding of the different types of new materials available. E.g. polymorph, corn starch polymers (packaging),
QTC, thermochromic pigments.
I have basic understanding of nano materials and integrated technology
Combining and Manipulating
I understand how materials can be combined in order to create more useful or desirable properties
Product Manufacture
I understand how a range of materials can be cut, shaped and formed using appropriate techniques and processes.
I understand the terms quality control and quality assurance and I can give examples of key points.
I understand what a working schedule is, for example; flow charts and production plans.
Methods of Production
I have knowledge of different types of productions scales – such as one off, batch, continuous, mass, and just in time.
CAD/CAM
I have knowledge of just in time manufacturing using CAD/CAM
I have knowledge of video conferencing, stock control, data transfer, remote manufacturing and how this is used in production.
I have knowledge of computer numeric control (CNC) manufacturing and how it is used.
I have knowledge of how CAM is used in manufacturing
I have knowledge of and understand CAD/CAM advantages and disadvantages in production.
Human Factors
I understand the terms anthropometrics and ergonomics and how to use them when designing products.
I have knowledge of the 5th and 95th percentile information.
I understand how the use of colour and their messages/moods can be used when designing products.
I have knowledge of social, economic and ethnic groups (disabled, elderly, religious) and how to consider this when designing products.

Design and
Market
Influence

I have knowledge of design layouts – such as working triangles, production lines, and assembly lines.
Safety
I understand the relevance of safety when designing and making products.
I am aware of moral and legal responsibility during the making of products.
I am aware of different product tests that take place when making products to ensure they are safe for the end user.
I understand that risk assessments take place at all stages of designing and making of products.
Quality
I understand that all products must be suitable quality for the user.
I understand that judgements regarding quality are subjective to costs and social factors.
I understand that products undergo testing to indicate ways of improvement,
Consumer Issues
I understand how products can be evaluated, e.g. Which? Magazine, consumer feedback.
I understand the meanings of BSI and ISO and how they are involved with the making of products.
I understand the term legislation in relation to products.
Evolution
I have knowledge of and can identify different design movements (1900 – present - De Stijl, Art Deco, Art Nouveau, Memphis, Pop Art
etc.) and their main design features.
I understand how the development of ideas, materials, technologies, manufacturing processes
I understand what market pull and technology push means and how they affect the design and evolution of products.

Subject

RELIGIOUS STUDIES (AQA)
AQA Religious Studies A

Overview of exam

Mock examination topics

Final examination topics

2 x 1 hour 45 minute exams in Year 11 worth 50%
of final grade each

Buddhist Beliefs & Teachings, Buddhist Practices,
Christian Beliefs & Teachings, Christian Practices.

Buddhist Beliefs & Teachings, Buddhist Practices,
Christian Beliefs & Teachings, Christian Practices.
Religion, Crime & Punishment, Religion & Life,
Religion, Peace and Conflict, Religion and Social
Justice.

WHAT you should be regularly
revisiting / studying for this subject

Details of any additional support
available (websites / revision etc…)



Revision Notes in your exercise books,



Religious Studies A Text Books by Hodder
Education.

Revision guide to be provided by Mr Anstee-Parry.



Top Teacher Tip




Regular, interactive and enjoyable revision is
better than hours and hours of boring study!
Find a ‘study buddy’ to test each other with.
Record your notes on your phone and listen
back at a later date

